Let TDNet Discover
navigate your research

A platform developed specifically for
biomedical libraries;
Includes everything you need to have in a
successful library discovery platform:
Discovery Search

A Fully Customizable Library Portal

Link Resolver

A Built-in Citation Matcher

Library E-resource Manager

Instituitional Repository

Remote Access & Authentication

Focused
Discovery
Search
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Massive Index Focused on
Biomedical Content
A massive central index focused on
biomedical content that retrieves
targeted results

Quality score for each
Article
Users see the attention each piece of
research received across scholarly
and non-scholarly resources.

Query Expansion
The Discovery Search utilizes thesauri
and automatically expands the search
to include related terms as well as
account for language variations.

Personalization
Variety of features, such as
automated articles suggestions and
journal alerts provide users a truly
personalized experience.

Content Independent
Results
Best results are always shown
first regardless of their source.

Scoped to your Collection
Choose whether to have the
Discovery Search show results only
from your subscribed resources or all
results.

Have a
Customizable
Library Portal
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Built on a full content
Management System,
everything within the portal
is customizable.

Institutional Repositories
Create repositories that include
content that is specific to your
institution, such as internal
documents, market reports and
competitive intelligence analysis and
combine them into the discovery
search.

Library e-Resources
Manager (A-Z List)
A quick and easy way for your
users to see what journals, books
and databases the library
subscribes to. Print holdings can
also be included.

Mobile Ready
The interface automatically
adapts based on whatever
device the user is utilizing
without needing to install or
manage apps.

Pre-packaged and
Customizable Widgets
Our platform comes with specialized
widgets, such as Discover Search box,
External Search widget, the Library eResources Manager, Carousel and
beyond that is a full realm of
customizable widgets.

Unmatched Flexibility
You can create rules and permission
sets, have specialized interfaces,
build multiple document delivery
workflows and much more.

Linking and
Authentication
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Document Delivery
Best Link Resolver
We provide the deepest article level
linking available on the market today.
Our Link Resolver works with any
citation database as well as TDNet
discovery search

If you do not subscribe to a given
article, our document delivery
capability will automatically fill in the
complete article citation information
for easy submission.

Reports and Statistics
Remote Access &
Authentication
Through our partnership and deep
integration with OpenAthens, we
provide a seamless solution for
remote access to your resources.
We are also designed to integrate
your local SAML based SSO.

A full set of reporting tools showing
usage broken down by article,
publication, publisher and vendor, and
a comprehensive suite of user behavior
statistics that help you make the right
purchasing decisions.
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Customer
Service

Responsiveness and
Dedication
We take the approach that there
is no issue or item too small for
us to deal with. It’s this level of
support that sets us apart.

Knowing Your Needs
Unlike most companies, your
sales representative is deeply
involved in your
implementation, and will
ensure you have a successful
one, that meets the needs of
your staff and users.

We're here for you:
info@tdnet.com
www.tdnet.com
TDNetSimplyBetter
TDNet

